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Introduction'
.

Perusal of the suntniary of science ed4cation_xesearch

for -the year 1975 (Mallinson, 1977) indicates ,thcit the

"spiehtific""Patadigm continues, as the dominant Approach to

re'seardh Although I do notwiSh-to attribute motives to

reseakcherSY many studieS.give'the impression that theit

fundamentllcOncern is to pteserve the scientific quality of

the'rpsearch In this'Papet.I argue that limiting our

.--research to the scientific paradiqm,can restrict the signifi-

cance of our research questions and thepOtential influenCe

of the results we obtain.

Rower (1976) suggests that weneed-to consider the .

`potential which each of several research paradigms can bring

to our.mciSt signifidant problems in 'science education. His

analysis of papers presented at two science education confer-

ences in 1974 ;identified an' anthropoloqical paradigth and a

"philosophical"-paradigth as alternatives to the dominant

'agricultural - scientific ". paradigm. . I. agree with Power's

suggestion, despite my personal commitment to the Philosophical
4 paradigm (Roberts and-Russell; 1975). My criticisms in this

paper are not directed at the scientific parb,digm itself but

at its e3scessiVe or\ekcluslve*aPplication.

'The scientific 'paradigm has the appeal of apparent

*objectivity, the confidence of statistical analysis,'and the

comfort of quantitative measurement. More than these, however,

ie has the strength of tradititn. Most science educators have

been trained in its use, and in tuFn they train others to do
.

research in the same, way. A research role learned by modeling

is deeply rooted and often encouraged by similarly trained

,editorial staffs. By its very success, however, such a strong

'researchpatadigm,loses some of its ability to be self-critical



and runs an.increasing risk of being perpe uated for its own

,Sake rather than for its power, scope, fluence op'

practiCe. We in science education may bly tied to the

scientific paradigm by our own trainin4 in nd positive

attitudes toward Science. 1

/

.

I have selected. a focus On sc,/ 9,ce.teacher educoptfon

research because it is in this"doma xth t research results

have implications for the teaching practices of researchers

and their university-level col agUes, rather than for science

,teachers in elementary'and ondary classrooms. If we are

not influenced by our own sults, it is unlikely that those

who do not do research 1 be influenced. Also, it is only

too easy to assume, err neously, thatichange occurs m?re

quickly and easily in the university than in the public

schools (Sarason, 1 1):

An Exam f Research i the Scientific Parad

My cr icism of research in the scientific paradigm is

based on its apparent neglect. of the realities of influencing

educationa practices, in the rush to ensure soundness of

statistic .l design and treatment. I wish to call attention to

two spec fic aspects of this neglect. 0

1. If the choice b a research paradigm precedes the

selec ion of a topic for investigation,' one is likely to

sel- t a question not for its significance but for its being

"r searchable" in a particular .way. The scientific paradigm

d es not seem.to lend itself-to the earliest stages of

ese ch into significant questions.

2. When the scientikiC paradigm is followed exclu-

.sively, results are obtained in a form which is not likely to

influence current educational practices.

To illustrate my points that ensuring the scientific

quality of one's research is no guarantee of significance or

4
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of influenCe on practice, I have seleoted for detailed.

discussiOn one study from the teacher educatlon. section of

'Mallinson's (1977) summary of science education research in-,

1975. It should be clearly understood that I.intend no:

criticisms of the atudy:itself,, which was one.Ofi.the few to

find way into the Pages of the Jour1441 of Reseach'i'n:%.'

Science Teaching. Rather,the studs,chOsen.aS. an exCellent
,

example -of the scientific .paradigm applied to scienceteacher-

edUcation.

Assume, forthe moment, that,you.teach a bo1ogy

course for prospective,elementary school eachera.,'loW would

you respond to research findingsthat an "outdporrather

than an' "indoor-6) laboratory increases student understanding

of science., as prodess and of social aspects of science, and

alsO their understanding Of "selected appropriate biological

principled;' Woulddyou modify your course by setting:upan

Outdoor boratory?,

ti

.
Probably riot WithoUt more information, assuming you '' .

... -. -are ,willing to consider changingyour7.present .practices.. The ''

particular findings I hav&desCribe Were by William
1 " .

Chrouser. .Your reading of his paper Would tell you which
0

tests he used to-measure:understanding ofprocess and social

aspectsof. science, and biological rinciples;, it would_also

' show y u how he.analyed the data (Chrouser, 1975), Having

satis ed yourself that the testing and statistics are in

(Dr.dex."; arp you ready: to deign an outdoor laboratory-? *

.41

Like Manyreports.,of science teacher education-research-

of thi type, no details are given abOUt either the outdOor or

indoor laboratory activities. Chrousereports that students ,

4 bothAboratories attended the same( tures, and that the

two laboratories metat the same time and dealt with the same

principle or series .of principles (p. 43) 4 His'sectiop on '

Conclusions doeS provide some contextual details,..rpported as
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. .

7subjective_behayiors which were served which were not

-?measured ", (p. 46) ;,-." gnthuilasill, satisfaction with' school, ',

:9.nd group loyally and unity were all "notideablY greter.' f Or

students, in the outdoor labOrathial.. Yet ChrOuger does. not

comment on how ,students in the indoor 14boratorY, -wh.,S must

have noticed the "subject_iYe" Adalities., shown by the:outdoor
. ,

group.; reacted to the.fr indoor -?lacemen. ,-° -,-

What is your inclination now, as Yie hypotheticalt-
.

instructor. of Suck). a biolbgy course? -Although. sgieafic
details are not provided .about the.,outdoOr labOratory,, you

Y

note that a, number of -referenyes on putdd5r, work are given

4

AsSuming that yOu WOula,1-14ke. to. proceed with a ,ch a. ag e to an; ,-
ou'tdoOr- laboratory, What is your- inds.t 'likely 'reaSori fort,

wahtin.4-,to....dtic34 , : .:
1. To enable -students to -achieve 'the* report.ed ila-ind-

c---- . .

understandjaig, ofd; procesS a4d. -social aspects of sCience.

, .

2.: Tor, achiev,e; the subjec,,i-ve 9ualitie of 'enthusiasm, -t
schot:51 satisfion, and groVP loyalty and unity.,:

;To model the use .of the, Outdoor laborator-§- tb
. 'Jour - studefits-; gg.

.-
I Cibubt that the t response alone wou,k7.1 seen

,', .by many 'aS sufficient reason for chthlge, 4 lthough° i.116 gains
. in Aderstanding -are.-*he results supported by thi, study.

: When I say' this I imply rd criticism-.of the testing proCedure ,
,.

__ _

data analYsis, or conclusions'. My attention- is directed
_primarily to the fact that hi'.c:Suser has established -no clear-.

conceptual links .between, use of an outdoor -laboratory- and
.

r'yariovs aspec,t. Of inci'eased-studrent' understanding. This. is
my Cpiticism, ajn-d'itS" -object "is not the investigator but the

research method applied to the initial question. The

-scientific par can provide -e-Videnc-e for the existence
of relfa.tionShisps but little, insight into the nature, of those.

"--e

_\



Ln the intrOductiOn of his paR84, Chrouser discuss s

his interest In the indoor- outdoor laboiAtory compari'so'n; in

his section.on.impliocations,.ht attempts to rationalize his

,put this very familiar keatarch

paradigni in
Ar

ictApce education does not,deal with data which .

could ek.la 14 ,4ndings. .Chrouser set out to compare two .

laboratory fOgs, and jae.sdj,ected four teat instruments

tqfgen5ret*data fdr the comparison.. Hib.enthUsiast for the

outdoor 'setting is clear,.beut'his ,introduction gj.ves no
,

reasons for expecting-significantly higher .scores, on the, .

our test's he used "rest 'on the gooia/ Aspects of Science, "

Metods'and p4Oce4uies of Science: 'An'Examihation," "WatsOn-

Gleser erltical Th'inkin9Appraisal," and J'Understanding,of

)
:

/
,-,Seledtedi&logiCal, Principles:- An ,ExaminationI.7,

One could asume that these weiefoUrconvenieint

instrumentsjneasuring,different aspects of, potential 'stude t
.

response to differentlabOratorysettings,...The account.o the
4

,

study does not eXplain';why these tests were Considered ap ro-

priAte as criteriaof!comparIson The limitation impose '\

. the research paradigm,.not by the'investigatorl, most

:ApParentlin Chrousev's, omment on his "no significant di ffer-,

,ence" iesult-Viith--resp'ect to critical, thinking: y be

':implied from this. gtud-that critical thilWing ebilit 'is

ad'versely affected by the use of the out -o -doors as labora-

toryd. (p. 47). Thebwotding could suggest that an ad erse,

.effect was expected but, 'happily, not found., In. fad I would
.,suggest the prOcedUre of , confronting two methods.w th a_set

pf.testswithpt good reaserff to expect significant iffeteiaces

ieads".us to'Use's14h wording when, no significant d ffeienCes
are found, just as 0e attempt after- the -fact rAti

./

nalizations

of the- significant 'differences We do -obtain -by this method. °

. To" slim up,, tho use of the scientific yar digm to
,:compare'indpor And' outdoor laboratories -net ustified in

N
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.the paper,,and its appropriatehess to the qhestion seems to be

assumed. -Chtouser sets out to-Investigate. Whether the outdoor

Jaboratoryis more effective than the indoor, but he is no

particulat about ,the criteria .of effectiveness. He also

leaveb a reader to assume that the' tests used do actually'

measure_what their titles claim to,m6asure. There is good

reason, I Suggest, to attribute,-these characteristics of the

studyyand report not to the investigator but to the'chosen

research par.adigm. At the conclusion of the study, the.
,,,

paradigm leaves the researcher without 'delta releman to

the effects he has detected. Chrduser does go so

fat as to include some qualitative differences, blit.M6 labels

these "subjective" and neglects them in :favor of "objective"

(differences in test score averages between the two experi7,

mental gtoups.

Whenistpdies such this receive the stamp of

publication ih.a!tffereed journal, Ifind it hard not to

be 'eve that' the methodological tail is wagging the dog,bf

science teacheteducation research. The question posed
.

hardly seems of major siTlificance, and the results seem

unliXe],y to'chahye the conduCt:of,science teacher education

'beyond the settings where Chrouser and others personally

committed-d0 anputdoor lippratory work. The "Objective"

result's, which gounexplainedlaseem less influential than

the."subjective" differences, which are at leadt intuitively

,appealing andunderStandable. Personal convictions about the

value of an.outdoor laboratory may well be the strongest

element in decisiond to teach in that fashion.

Research Paradi.g.ms.Imply'Theories of Change

Although typically unarticulated and. unrecognized as

Such, every research paradigm contains a theory Of change.

,.i1616 are all familiar with the theory implicit in the scientific
/-

S
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paradigm: 'Two means, to the same end, are compared and thp

,more,effective means A.s'taken asthe appropriate one for
. . .

fUturewOrk. The practitioner li,/*king-;to a Particular end is

'exiiected-5o bring practice into egreement'leith research

fi 40; iecogniz,ing'their'1NAcal force.
, .

'This theory' of-,dhange hiaTobeviable when comparing

corm hybrids; fertilizers, and, the like, although I expect-a.

farmer also develops preferences which inflUence willingness

to change established practices. In our science classrooMs,

however, there seems little doubt about the efficacy of tiie,

same attitude to change practices are not changed by the

logical force-of,repearch findings. Although,we'have not

subjected science teacher education activities to the same

scrutiny as science Classrooms, there is little reaSon.t0

expect research findings to havean'grsater influence on

eNiisting practices in science teacher education.

The.increasingly sophisticated literature on curriculum

...implementation, partiCularly of the case study variety, tells-

that scores of;,well-meaning attempts to.improyeschool

i../learning'eXperiences have failed to affect significant changes

in thetraditions of teaching Practice. Science Classrooms

have not been exceptions:to this rule, although, among

..cur4iculum developers, 'science educator's may have been the

most optimistic about the use ,of logic to influence practice.

.MCKinney and Westbury (1975) have documented one school

system's decision to abandon PSSC in a manner which helps us,

to understand why logic is not enough. Sarason (1571) has

noted the'tendency for change to stop at the level of replaciA(g

one textbook with anothe (a-new "means"), an exercise which

_ is itself sufficiently c alIenging to obscure the ultimate

purposes of the change

"results" obtained, by

,represent "means"whic

Of-course, new curricula are not

ientifkc research,'but thel'r.do at least

ave gained entrance to classroom's.
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'The attitude that, logical force of-findOgs can

prodUce change is'a popular one, largely associated with the

scientific research paradigm. eor ekample, near the end of

their monumental collection of research related eo teaching,

Dunkin and Biddle (1974) present a summary of findings for

the interested teacher and discuss, five "aoncerns" to be,

satisfied by, research before action is taken in schools on

the basis of research results. They suggest that research

must demonstrate (1) meaningful concepts, measured with

valid and reliable instruments;,, (2) valid, uncontaminated

research designs; (3) a strong, independent effect;

(4) application Of.;ah effect over a wide range of teaching.

contexts; nand -(5) explanation of the effect (Dunkin and

4 Biddle, 1974, pp. 358-360). Ihave already noted, and

Chrouser's study has illustrated, the difficulty of building

explanations from data/ generated in the scientific paradigm.

Of the fifth concern, Dunkin and Biddle plausibly assert that

"findings from research become beliejble to the extent that

they are imbedded within explanatory theories. " -(p. 360) They

on to point out that most positive results of research have

not been "integrated based theories of'en j.

teaching."' (p. 360)

Notice how exclusively logical are the concerns which

Dunkin ana Biddle list. Apparently, action on the basis of

research findings would proceed if the five concerns have been

satisfied,. or discussion about how to change would follow(.a

decision to act upon rather than to ignore the findings. The

concerns-listed by Dunkin and Biddle are rather clearly

located within the assumptions, of the scientific paradigm.

Doyle and Ponder (1977) have quite nicely challenged

this popular vj.ew of the teacher as a "rational adopter."

(When change does not proceed according to logic, a second

popular view, arises, of the teacher as "stone-age obstruc-

tionist.") From analySis of descriptive data about innovation

i

4
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projects, Doyle and Ponder hive constructed a third image of

the teacher as "pragmatic skepti6" evaluating"change .
proposals a cording to a ,"p*acticalitli ethic:" What does the

teacher per eive to be he "potential consequences of .

attempting' o .impleme;rt a change proposal-in the cltiSroOm?",f,

(Doyle and, order,
/1977,

p. 6) They 'suggest thiee 'general

criteria fo ,asseSing ace practicality, of a clainvabout

ways ofjoeh ving In classtooms:

1. Instrumentality (Does the .proposal have

"instrume 1" content, in contrast to statements of

princi a or valued objectives?)
. .

2. Congruence. (How well does theproposalA°match"

.teachers' perceptions.of their classroom Situations?)
.

3. Cost (How easily can the change be made,. and

what benefits does it promise?) (Doyle and Ponder,,1977,-

Pp. 4L9)

Greater attention to,V.hep issues, it is suggested" could

generate changes more likely'to influence what happens in

classrooms.

Dpyle and Ponder may have taken a useful step toward

alleviating what:Sarason (1971) sees as the source ot.frus-
,

tration in dealing vath cha1nge: "That reality stubbornly'

refuses ,to conformto.oUr.theories.andcategories.of thought

is what has caused so much grief. " -(p. 21)' The practicality

ethic is a new way of viewingiVe problem of influencing

practice. 'However, Sarasbn gOpa6beyond the idea of making

new means more acceptable or aftrlctiVe to teachers by

suggesting that our'linguistic distiOnttion between means.

. and ends prevents 'us froM seeing tr hanging,, to achieve
our , objectives is a contini2ousTrodO4S.Pp. li'dn2)

Sarason's particular contribution to understd4rig the .

difficulty of change has included analysis of the "culture"

of the school, and he stresses the importande of recognizing
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that individuals art, within' highly complex sacial:settings.

Saraton-offers,the following.aw four .requirements of a

general the y of Change. ,
.

. ,

: 1. A theory of 'change must 'be appropriate to, add
.

Mirror the i qmpleiitieA.of,-social settings." (p. 58) 0.
, ,.

2: ,Introdcing an .'important changedoesnot and . ,,

cannot hav the same significance for different groupings

comprisingithe settingwith the result that;'Some;groups

WilloppOs the change. 'IgnOring-auchoppositiOn Severely

jeoPadizIS chances of success. '.(E)159) N .

3. As decisions_taken affect more groups Within'

the setting,, representiptiveness:within the decision-making,

grOup is, in itself-, no guaranteeof success. '(p. 59),

4.' Every prOposal for chalige implies a time per-
0

spectiVe, and frequently the time needed.to achieve the

goals is severely underestimatOalp. 60)'

I cite these analyses by Doyle and Ponder-andby.

Sarason to indicate the extent to which the scientific.

'research paradigm.lacks ingredients appropriate to achieving

an influence on practice. -When one works eXclusiVelyswithin

that'paradigM, one is,,likely to be handicapped'by inadequate

images not only of:teachers (as rational adopters rather4.

than pragmatic Skeptics but, also. -of the school or university

settings in'whichkthey work (seeing theM as 'collections of

independent decision-makers rather than as complex arrays o;

groupings of individuals). Alternatives tothe scientific

research paradigm cah be.viewed in part as waySOf,dondu6ting

research with more explicit and more sophisticated '(though.

still imperfect) theories of change.

Examples of Research in other Paradigms'

The alternate paradigms cited by Power represent

important moves in the direction of obtaining data and

theoretical perspectives which.could improve the influence of



research on practice. The anthropological paradigm can

'generate data about what is presently happening in classrooms

and schools, whether change is or is not being attempted.

(See Parlett and Hamilton, 1977, for further discussion of

this paradigm.) The anthropological research paradigm is

particuIat14144eful for identifying 'teachers' and students',

perceptions oftclassroom events, and the interaction and

influence.of those perceptions. . The philosophical paradigm

can generate systematic theoretical perspectives for-, the

analysis of,present practices, to identify specific elements

of practice where modification is appropriate, and to deter-
..

mine what types of changes are appropriate. (See Roberts,

1977, for further discussion of this paradigm, and Russell,

1977, for discussion of practical issues involved in joining

researchers and teachers in the use of philcisophical analysis

of science education practice.)

To, complete this set of reflections of the potential

influence of science teacher education research, I discuss

several studies which illustrate the promise of alternative

research paradigms. I begin with the Ford Teaching Project,

directed by Elliott and Adelman, because=it illustrates so

clearly the manner in which the three research paradigms-

scientific, philosophical, and anthropological--cduld'be

combined to enhance the influence of research on practice

(and, simultaneously, of practice on research).

The Ford .Teaching Project.

The central focus of the Ford Teaching Project,:in,
,

England,' was the implementation of "inquiry/discovery"

approaches in classrooms. ,-"Action research" was the basic

approach, although "participant observation" played a signifi-

cant part; both are techniques within the anthropological

paradigm. The project was continuously concerned with

OM
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classroom events, influence on practice was park of the

research rather thanksomething'to follow, and active involve -

ment of teachers was an esentiAl element (hence, "actiqn
1

research"). Elliott (1976)-reportS the attention which was

given to teachers ideas and behavior, and the direct rela-,

tionship seen bet)een teacher behavior and the influence of

'

research.

The fundamental problem of curriculum reform lies in
the-q.aSh between the theories of the 'reformers and
those implicit, often unconsciously, in the practice
of teachers. Reformers fail to realize that funda-
mental changes in classroom practice can be brought
about only if teachers become conscious of the latter
theories and are able to reflect critically about
them. (Elliott, 1976, 2)

Without going further into the details (readily

available in Elliott's paper) of the Ford Teaching Project,

I wish to call attention to, several features of its products

and findings.

1. At the conclusion of the project, a set of twenty-

onebooklets were produced, in four categories: Patterns of

Teaching, Research Methods, Hypotheses, and Teacher Case

Studies. Virtually all of the booklets include contextual

data in the form of classroom trapscripts or conversation

about classroom events by teachers and/or pupils.

2. From several different points of view, the

researchers (teachers and central team) generated "hypotheses"

aboUt how teacher behavior may have to change in order to

practice an "inquiry/discovery".approach.

3. Elliott's paper cldses with a list of forty-three

"hypotheses" about the development of "self-monitoring"

ability by teachers. (Elliott, 1976, pp. 18-21)

This project's generation of hypotheses as research

results, rather than as starting points as in the scientific,

paradigm, is particularly noteworthy. It would be quite

1
4
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appropriate to investigate "scientifically" the hypotheses

emerging from the Ford Teaching Project.,. Here,, then, is an",

illuttration of the possibility of using one research

paraaigm,to generate starting point for the application of-

a second. I hope this illuStrat n makes it claar thatI am

not suggesting, in this paper, that the scientific paradigm

intrinsically lacks the power to generate results of poten.

tial influence on practice. However, ,itmay well be the case

that.an alternative paradigm must be used to generate

hypotheses of signifi6ance,. with a contextual base rich

enough to guide the considerations suggested by Sarason and

by Doyle and Ponder as relevant to"influencing practice.

Other examples

Gaskell (1975, 1976) has used the method of "partici-

pant observatibn" to make an important contribution to the

study of teacher education practices. He studied the pro- t

gression of perspectives dominant in student teachers over the

course of a teacher education program which attempted to

encourage an "analytic perspective" on teaching (similar to

'Elliott's notion of "self-monitoring"). Gaskell's data

indicate that it is indeed possible to develop such a

perspective in a preservice program. He has also documented

the difficulties of developing and maintaining an analytic-

perspective in settings which, however unintentionally,

discourage or fail to encourage such an attitude toward

teaching. (Gaskell,--1975, 1977)

Personally, I have had the opportunity to be involved

in research guided by the anthropological and the philosophical

paradigms, some general to teacher education and some.. specific

. to tie education of science teachers. Within the philosophical -

paradigm, I developed an analytical scheme for assessing the

provision made' by science teacher education for the development

15
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of teachers' sews 'of the nature of ,science and the nature

of teaching ( uSell, 1976). 'It wilr,not stir rise science

educatOrs that application of the scheme to a sample of

science methods textbitooks found. those written materials

largely lacking in maki prdvision for,the, development of

views of sciende and te ching. The value of the scheme is

that it enables one to akesuch an analysis of materials

and instructional event within science teacher edudation.

In the Ottawa.Valley Teaching Project, the staff'of

a university field centre,w4-ked 'with teachers on an in--,

service basis to link a tech

.
teaching (pattern analysis)

ique for analyzing one's own

ith the broad goal of change in

the direction of achieving' affective and higher-order cogni-

tive objectives. This research was located primarily within

the anthropological paradigm. On of the most interesting

features of the final report (Ire and and Russell, 1977) is
,

a list, illustrated with classroot transcripts, of patterns 1

of teaching behavior which participating teachers identified

as hindering the achievement of their objectives.

It is interesting to note that the three anthropo-

logical studies'just cited contain the common element of

enhancing teachers' abilities to reflect systematically on

their own behavior. One wonders how the scientific paradigm

could be used productively at the outset of research in which

this element is predominant. Increasing one's awareness of

one's own teaching behavior and of its potential and actual

effects on students seems only too obvious a starting point

for deliberation about and actual attempts to use alternatie

practices. This approach seem equally applicable to science

teacher education, as a prelude to the formulation of signifi-

cant research issues and hypotheses which could be investigated

within the scientific paradigm.

1G
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Concluding Remarks

Alternatives to the .scientific paradigm are attracting

increasing attentioA,in educational research, and within

science education. (Power 1976) The discuslipn in this paper

has focused on' the potential influence of research results,

.with special reference to science teacher education research.

Case studies of curriculum implementation, documenting

the ideals which were not achieved by the new curricula of the/

1960s, seem to have lent support td alternatives to traditio 1

research designs which first and foremost seek to be scient ic.

Influencing educational practices.iS, we now realize, a h. / ly

subjective process not easily influenced by strictly object ive

results. Science teacher educators doing research withi, the

scientific paradigm may" ind it even more difficult than/

sciend"e teachers to modify their teaching behavior in sponse

to research findings.

There are interesting parallels between the "%failure"

of new curricular designs to influence classroom pr Ctices and

the "failure" of "scientific" educational researchko influ-

ence those same prIbtices. Reid (1975) traces.part of the

"curriculum" problem to the assumption that curriculum design

and curriculum implementation can be separated. .Science

teacher education research within the scientific paradigm

makes a comparable assumption that research findings can be

separated from their application to modify current practices.

I have suggested that a research paradigm must consider the

theory.of change implied by its investigating and reporting

procedures, just as curriculum develOpment must include

strategies for achieving'its purposes in terms of changed

classroom events.

1 il
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The examples which have been proVided'are but,a very

small selection from'the, broad range of altetnaiive research

activities now taking place within education, though perhaps

not as commonly in science education. The examples do

illustrate thel*possibility of increasing the potential'

influence of scientific research by bringing in elements

other than the logic required to achieve change. ,Given the

present state of the art, this may be most easily accomplished

by stepping out of the scientific research paradigm, using

alternative pa adigms toA.enerate hypotheses whose signifi-

cance is both theoretical and practical.

1 3
A,
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